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Construction Verification in Light Speed
David Campbell
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Topcon Solutions Store

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Evaluate the value of an integrated field solution that provides an as-built model of
projects with real-time adaptations
Compare the value of scanning and layout workflows—a true continuous
representation of reality
Learn about the challenges of survey and scanning—put the control back in the
hands of the site team
Gain insights from on-site case studies and see real examples of scanning/layout
workflow

Description
Errors made on construction projects can often prove to be extremely costly, with general
contractors and subcontractors sometimes spending years correcting mistakes that weren’t
picked up. As efficiency and accuracy becomes increasingly important in the industry, we can’t
afford to waste time. The desire to build directly from the model is driving the construction
process to perform construction verification with scanning and layout in a fraction of the time
using the Topcon GTL-1000. Hear from a group of construction and industry professionals on
how the newly integrated tools for construction verification provide users with a live, as-built
model from a full dome scan and the same resection setup for layout. Let project engineers near
real-time adaptations on-site to identify and rectify any discrepancies quickly and reduce the
financial impact of clashes with a touch of a button.

Speaker(s)
David is a vertical construction specialist, helping to tie workflows between software and
hardware in the field, as well as in the office. David holds an AAS Degree in Architectural
Design from Ivy Tech Community College. He is often found teaching Revit, Bluebeam, BIM
360, and many other programs. David is very passionate about orchestrating a process to
address a company’s individual needs. He then focuses his attention on instructing the users on
implementation to maximize productivity. He has experience varying from city governmental
agencies, architecture firms, contractors, and many other companies to assist them in achieving
their individualized goals.
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Value of Hybrid Scanning Solution
The new system takes what was previously a rather lengthy and specialty process and
compresses all the steps, dramatically reducing the overall verification time. From removing the
SD card from the device to having the data ready to use can take just 20 minutes. This means
that a site engineer can complete a 360-degree scan in the morning and by lunch time be back
out on site correcting any errors that have been identified – a turnaround that was previously
unheard of.
The benefits also extend to sub-contractors, who can share the verification data, meaning all
parties are working from the same construction quality heat maps. For example, the first
electrical ducts and conduits can typically cause huge problems, as alterations can often occur
that go unnoticed. With Topcon’s GTL 1000, the speed at which everybody can understand
mistakes means the effects can be minimized before they become expensive problems.

Ease of Use
The GTL-1000 has very little impact on the role of
the site engineer, requiring no additional training or
need to bring in (scanning) specialists. They simply
carry out the layout as usual using proven prism
tracking and accuracy then, with the touch of a
button, initiate a scan, which takes just a
few minutes.

Capabilities
The GTL 1000 ensures accurate layout as well as reliable as-built, in the case of pre-existing
parts. The result is that prefabricated parts fit together properly. For the purpose of laying out
complex curves, elaborate architectural soffits and suspended ceilings that require many points
and extreme accuracy, our solutions running on a mobile device simplify the process of
selecting individual points. The GTL 1000 is perfect for construction layout & verification in M&P,
Layout & Survey, Structural Steel, Structural Concrete, Plant/Equipment Installation, as well as,
Prefabricated/Modular Construction. It was designed for workflows, tying into Topography & AsBuilt, Construction Survey & Layout, BIM for Construction, and Vertical Construction.

Scanning Benefits
Laser scanning is a method of high-accuracy mapping or reality capture that uses laser beams
to quickly capture complete detail of the entire building construction project. This detailed
representation of the building is usually called a point cloud.

Why use a Laser Scanner – As Built Conditions
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Many projects today are of the renovative or redevelopment nature.
A problem with these projects is that most of them do not have good
data for existing conditions, therefore companies are spending more
time visiting the site to document current site conditions and then
having to model from that. This process can be very time consuming,
as well as potentially incorrect, as we are eyeballing and
documenting what we see. Laser scanners can give us high
accuracy details to as built from, as well as to verify that the design
matches the current conditions. The benefits of laser scanning do not
stop at preconstruction coordination. Scanning progressively during
construction to compare with as-designed models and drawings,
provide archival records, and document critical milestones provides
tremendous value throughout the construction process as well as to the owner as the building is
managed, maintained and renovated.

Why use a Laser Scanner – New Construction
As construction progresses, laser scanning data can be used to compare the newly constructed
work against the as-designed model or drawings for quality assurance. If laser scanning is used
throughout the entire construction project, the new facility will have as-built documentation from
all the major milestones in the project, creating a record of what is behind the walls, above the
ceilings and under the floor slabs for owners to utilize throughout the lifecycle of the building. On
a typical construction project, rework accounts for 12 to 15 percent of the cost of construction.
With laser scanning, the ability to catch conflicts before they happen can reduce rework to 1 to 3
percent or less. This reduction translates into hundreds of thousands of dollars in savings on
change orders, not to mention the advantage of keeping the project on schedule.

Scanning Drawbacks
3D scanners record progress and allow for a comparison to the original model. However, this
often requires additional resources, acquiring additional equipment, and investing time in
additional training.

Processing Time & Training
As you all know, processing these large point cloud files can be very
time consuming. Also, if the person using the scanner has not been
trained on the correct scanning workflows it can be a HUGE time
sink. When we get the point clouds into the processing application
(Recap, Magnet Collage, Faro Scene) you usually find yourself
looking for targets of some sort, and then hopefully letting the
processing software automate the stitching of the point clouds for you. How often does that
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work? I find myself often trying to find like objects in scans and stitching them together myself,
which takes a while depending on the size of the scan.

Other Applications
Typically, in this workflow we see that other applications such as Revit, AutoCAD, Navisworks,
etc. are used after the processing in order to give the point cloud coordinates (unless a GPS
unit was used during the scan). This can be more time consuming, as well as having the need
of employees who have a knowledge base on these types of applications. After this is achieved
we would be able to mesh our point cloud to the model.

What is a Robotic Total Station?
A total station is an electronic/optical instrument used for surveying and building construction. It
is an electronic transit theodolite integrated with electronic distance measurement (EDM) to
measure both vertical and horizontal angles and the slope distance from the instrument to a
particular point, and an on-board computer to collect data and perform triangulation calculations.
Robotic or motorized total stations allow the operator to control the instrument from a distance
via remote control. This eliminates the need for an assistant staff member as the operator holds
the retroreflector and controls the total station from the observed point.

What does that mean for scanning?
The coordinates of an unknown point relative to a known
coordinate can be determined using the total station, as
long as a direct line of sight can be established between
the two points. Angles and distances are measured from
the total station to points under survey, and
the coordinates (X, Y, and Z; or easting, northing,
and elevation) of surveyed points relative to the total
station position are calculated
using trigonometry and triangulation.
That means that when we take our scan, we will not
have to register points to targets to establish the locations. The total station would essentially
place you in the model/survey, you would establish yourself at the control or resection points
and then take the scan.

Huh?
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This simply means that when we take our scans into the processing software it will stitch the
scans together for us into a point cloud automatically! You are essentially coordinating your
scan from the layout tool, then taking a scan before you move to your next point. When you
insert the point cloud into applications like Revit, AutoCAD, or Navisworks it knows where it
needs to be located based off of these points.

Time for some Verification!
Once the point cloud is processed this is generally when we can transfer that file into our
verification software, in this instance ClearEdge 3D Verity.

What is Verity?
Verity is a verification software that compares a design model against a laser scan point cloud
and flags missing or out of tolerance construction. Being built on Autodesk Navisworks, it gives
us robust reporting and state of the art point cloud analysis algorithms. Verity analyzes laser
scan or photogrammetry point cloud data. It will compare point clouds against design &
fabrication models, allowing you to verify 100% of your work in the time it currently takes you to
spot check 5%. This software was built to help find construction mistakes before they become
expensive problems. Verity is designed to easily integrate with industry leading design,
collaboration and construction management platforms such as Navisworks, Revit, and BIM 360!
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Verity Case Study 1
Hospital Central Utility Plant

On this project an interdisciplinary architecture and construction firm based in Dallas, was
wrapping up a major MEP renovation at a central utility plant (CUP) in a Texas hospital. More
than 1,000 mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) elements had been installed during the
project. At the end of the project, the firm decided to compare the as-built conditions in the plant
to the design model to flag any deviations. The plant included 10,000 square feet of floor space
tightly packed with conduit and pipe runs serving the hospital floors above. They spot checked
the as-built locations and positions of the major features with a Total Station and tape measures
but found that workflow to be very time consuming. The firm opted to perform 3D laser scanning
in the space as a proactive measure to verify all the CUP elements. The team collected 13
scans in two hours inside the CUP, even as workers completed renovations. The scans were
registered and loaded into Navisworks along with the design model.
Verity pulled more than 1,000 MEP elements from the Navisworks model and analyzed them to
a tolerance of one inch. In addition to a written tabular report showing element deviations, Verity
generated a color-coded schematic of the site in Navisworks. The contractor queried each
feature in the report and found that most steel, HVAC and sprinkler members were within the
designed location tolerance. Unfortunately, Verity found that many of the water pipes smaller
than six inches were not installed within the location parameters of the coordinated model. The
firms VDC teams investigated and discovered the pipes were often installed several feet from
their locations in the design plans and as-built drawings. This was not a mistake; the pipe
installers had found a more efficient way to route the pipes and install the valves once they were
onsite. However, the subcontractor hadn’t marked the changes on as-built drawings and Verity
was able to provide a more accurate as-built of the renovation. The subcontractor was then
required to create new as-built drawings and submit them to the general contractor and the
owner at no additional charge.
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Verity Case Study 2
Steel Construction

On this project, a general contractor and construction management firm based in Redwood City,
California, was called in to complete construction of a multi-story retail location in Nashville,
Tenn. A previous general contractor had begun the project by laying the cement slab and
installing steel embed bolts. Project participants were concerned that errors made in embedding
the steel bolts at grade had negatively impacted building of the steel structure above. Because
the SOG embed bolts and slab edges serve as the foundation for the structure, any improper
location or alignment of these elements would have a spillover effect on the entire project, likely
causing the vertical beams above to be installed out of tolerance as well.
When the contractor became involved, the designers feared improperly installed interior Ibeams would cause expensive and untimely delays in building the exterior skin of the structure.
The contractor was able to obtain a 3D laser scan point cloud that had been captured after
construction of the slab and embeds, but prior to erection of the steel. As is common practice,
the point cloud was inspected manually in Navisworks and compared against the design model.
In the 34 embeds evaluated, several mistakes were found: one embed was missing entirely,
and two were out of place. The team was able to capture 73 scans of the interior and exterior of
the three-story building skeleton in five hours. After registering, the point cloud and design
model were imported into Autodesk Navisworks. From there, the model and point cloud were
brought into Verity and analyzed by the software for deviations. DPR set Verity to inspect each
of the 583 steel beams (mostly 20-foot-long I-beams) to a one-inch tolerance in x, y and z
coordinate planes. Verity ran overnight and completed the analysis in eight hours, generating a
detailed report showing variances for each steel member.
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The results of the analysis were that more than 50 percent of the installed steel was out of
tolerance, with numerous beams deviating substantially from the design intent. Verity generated
a detailed HTML report as well as a color-coded model of the entire structure, which confirmed
a deviation cascade from the ground up. There were 19 and 39 members out of tolerance on
the first and second floors, respectively. Nearly all were out of tolerance on the third floor. The
Verity report allowed the contractor to evaluate each steel beam individually to determine if the
deviation required a field inspection. One critical beam was designed to angle down but was
installed flat, a scenario that would likely have been missed by spot checks. Forty-five elements
were flagged because they were either missing or were so far out of tolerance, they could
potentially impact construction of the exterior building skin—one exterior beam was out of
tolerance by more than two inches, seriously jeopardizing the fit of the yet to be installed
cladding.
The contractor sent crews to the site with 2D schematics to review the forty-five flagged
deviations. This information was also supplied to the designers to determine how to best
remediate the problems prior to beginning the installation of exterior building skin. In addition,
they also ran the as-built model back through Navisworks to perform clash detection so field
crews would be ready for future problems before they arose.

Conclusion
The GTL 1000 is a tool designed to aide in the construction verification workflow. With this
workflow our scans are auto registered and then exported into a universal format. Once that
step has been achieved, we load the point cloud data and the design model into Navisworks for
verification in Verity. The amazing part of this workflow is that if the design file is loaded into the
GTL before layout, the scans will already know where they are and align perfectly to the design
model’s location in Navisworks for verification. Verification empowers contractors and owners to
have correct as built data, track project completion, and verify installment of any elements
during construction.

Thank you!

David Campbell
Application Specialist
TOPCON SOLUTIONS STORE
6015 NE 80th Ave Suite 400, Portland, OR 97218
Main: (503) 231-1576
Support: (877) 774-4897
dcampbell@topconsolutions.com • www.topconsolutions.com
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